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Abstract
Conversion of energy with the highest possible eciency is of primary importance in processes with
high intensity of energy ¯ows, among which the most signi®cant are those in thermal power plants. The
paper deals with the in¯uence of coal composition on the conversions taking place in power plants. The
analysis of energy conversions treats, above all, the heat loss due to the exhaust ¯ue gas. The analyses
of the power plants use of electric powers are focused on the processes of coal pulverising and exhaust
¯ue gas cleaning. The results of the analyses are graphically presented. 7 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The impact of coal quality on power station availability and its operating eciency is
uncontested. The changes in the composition of coal are re¯ected not only in changes of boiler
speci®c consumption and in the quality of the processes of the unit, but also in the emission
requirements the power plant must meet. Accordingly, while striving to produce power at the
lowest cost possible, quality of the coal used becomes an important parameter. There are
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dierent criteria for examining coal properties, in particular, power plants and also a lot of
papers dealing with the eect of coal quality on power plants. The criteria for including
particular properties of coal as in¯uential factors depend in the ®rst place on the coal rank, the
composition of coal, its mechanical and physical properties and on the type of the power plant
installation. Basic data for coal quality speci®cation are heating value, ash content, moisture
and sulphur. For a particular power station, the importance of individual factors varies [1].
Additional properties are volatile matter, ®xed carbon, ash fusion temperatures, grindability
etc. These factors in¯uence the processes, in particular, power plants as early as the phase of
coal handling and storage and, to the highest degree, in the processes of coal preparation and
coal combustion in the boiler.
A comprehensive review of coal speci®cations, pre- and post-combustion performances, the
in¯uence of coal composition on the combustion processes and the coal related eects on
overall power station performance and costs was presented in Refs. [2±4]. The eects in the
boiler are immediate and indirect. Among the immediate signi®cant eects are fouling, slagging
[5,6], abrasion [7], erosion [8] and corrosion. The indirect in¯uence is re¯ected not only in the
amount of power consumption for coal grinding, gas cleaning processes, transportation of coal
and ash etc., but also in heat losses of the boiler and in the eciency of the unit. These eects
for bituminous coals are described in Ref. [3]. There are some typical coal quality requirements
for power generation based on theoretical and practical grounds. Regarding composition,
lignite (according to ASTM classi®cation) cannot be numbered among the coals that meet the
expected requirements. Among the extensive literature dealing with the impact of coal
properties on power plants, there are only a few publications related to the in¯uence of lignite
composition on boiler and power plant eciency.
The subject of this contribution is divided into two parts. In Part 1, a survey of the
in¯uences on heat loss and eciency of the boiler on the basis of the theoretical composition
of coal is carried out. In Part 2, the in¯uence of the actual coal composition on the operation
parameters of the boiler and on the eciency of the boiler and unit are presented on the basis
of measurements.

2. Theory
2.1. Eciency improvements and coal savings
Suppose that the boiler eciency changes from Z1 to Z2 , but the boiler energy output
remains the same,
Q_ B1  Q_ B2  m_ F1 Z1 Hi  m_ F2 Z2 Hi ,
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then, at equal lower heating value Hi, the mass ¯ow of fuel should be changed from m_ F1 to m_ F2
where:
m_ F2  m_ F1  dm_ F :
If the fuel mass ¯ow change is de®ned as Dm_ F dm_ F =m_ F1 then we can write:
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